“Fishing Experience in beautiful-blue Shakotan !
Professional fishing guide take you to the fishing point safely
- Catch the high-quality fish like Cherry salmon and yellowtail, flounder, and also
enjoy fishing Atka mackerel, Sandfish, rockfish <Where is the Shakotan Peninsula?>
Shakotan district
Sapporo city

In April, cherry salmon are
oiled and exceptional highclass fish. From late May,
yellowtail is caught, and
flounder and soy are caught
throughout the year.
<Vehicle Type>＊The Vehicle Type changes

depends on the number of your party.

Program

Fishing for Cherry salmonサクラマス, flounderヒラメ ,yellowtailブリ, Atka mackerelホッケ, sandfishタラ, rockfishソイ

Program fee

In the case of Shared fishing boat, the quotation per person would be as below.
63,000JPY (the total 2 Pax) / 48,000JPY (3 Pax) / 43,000JPY (4 Pax) / 38,000JPY(5 Pax) /
35,000JPY(6 Pax)/ 33,000JPY (7 Pax) / 31,000JPY (8 Pax)

*Including above

*Not included above
Duration period

Schedule

Requirements for participation
Meeting point
the day before the using date
Payment method
Language

･Fishing tackle rental set (Fishing Rod, Reel, Jig, and Hook)
*If it is lost or damaged, the actual expenses will be paid by the guests.
・Rig for flounder,Atka mackerel, rockfish ・Japanese Guide fee ・Shared boat fee
･Pick-up service from Sapporo hotel in central area to Shakotan Peninsula (Yobetus or kawashiro)
･Rain Gear, Waterproof boots, Towel, Gloves, Sun glasses, Warm socks,
･Guest's lunch and drink ・Guest’s accommodation fee
All season
・Cherry salmon Fishing ：6：00-12：00 （from February to Mid May）
3:30 Pick up the hotel in Sapporo central area - arrive at the Shakotan fishing point at 6:00 Fishing (6:00=12:00) - going back to the hotel at around 14:30
・Yellowtail Fishing：5：00-12：00 （from June to Mid November）
2:30 Pick up the hotel in Sapporo central area - arrive at the Shakotan fishing point at 5:00 Fishing (5:00=12:00) - going back to the hotel at around 14:30
We accept reservation for over 2pax to 8pax and reservation available until 1 weeks before
*Children must be accompanied by an adult. Ages 4 years old and up to 12 years old
Sapporo & Hokkaido Concierge Center
4-1-7 Korean Cultural Hall Bld.8F, Minami9-jo Nishi, Kita-ku Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido, Japan
TEL:011-520-1355
Advance Payment by online credit card (Visa or Master)
Japanese *the fishing guide is familiar with some English words for fishing.

High Light

･You need to come and submit in the name list of all of your Alphabet name, the age, phone No
and took out voluntary insurance by coming to the office until the days before the using day.
・Please note that it depends on the day environment if get target fish species or not like
whether and tide conditions.
・The guest need to stay the hotel in the day before the using date we indicated. the hotel can
give you the breakfast box for you on that day morning due to the very early morning.
・Cancel Policy / 7days 20％・4days 30％・1day 50％・Today 100％

Option

・We can take you the restaurant in Otaru or Sapporo central area that the cook scolds the fish
and you can eat the fresh fishes on there. Please inquiry if you need it.
8/F,4-1-7, Minami9-jo Nishi, Kita-ku Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido, Japan
TEL:+81-11-520-1355
FAX:+81-11-522-7110
spk@sapporo-concierge.com
http://www.sapporo-concierge.com/

Administration of
Land Operator
J ECO TOUR CO,.LTD

